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Abstract—Temperature increase analysis has been performed with
consideration to the anatomical model of the human head exposed
to a cellular phone operating at 900 MHz. Four diﬀerent numerical
methods, in particular an implicit method based on the Alternating
Direction Implicit technique (ADI), were applied to solve the BioHeat Equation (BHE), their advantages and limitations were compared
using a canonical case. The tests performed on the latest have
shown that the implicit approach is well adapted to solve this type
of equations. The rise of temperature in the human head exposed to
the RF emission of a mobile phone with a radiated power of 250 mW
at 900 MHz was analyzed. In addition the inﬂuence of the presence
of the telephone kit close to the head was discussed. The inﬂuence
of diﬀerent thermal parameters such as the thermal conductivity and
the blood perfusion coeﬃcient on the rise of temperature has been
analyzed.
The simulation carried out showed that the maximum temperature
increase in the internal tissues linked to SAR deposition does not
exceed 0.1◦ C. We recorded a temperature diﬀerence of 1.6◦ C in the
skin due to the presence of a switched oﬀ cellular phone, which has
been conﬁrmed by the experimental measurements performed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fast growth of wireless telecommunication systems has induced a
public concern of the hazardous health eﬀects of electromagnetic ﬁeld.
For a long time this question has been studied and protective limits
have been established by international organizations such as ICNIRP
[1] and IEEE [2] to protect the human body from RF exposure.
The dosimetry is of particular importance to check the compliance
to international limits. It is also a fundamental question for the
biological research since the quality of the results is linked to the quality
of the exposure assessments. The speciﬁc absorption rate (SAR in
W/kg) is therefore carefully controlled in biological studies dedicated
to radio frequencies using experimental and numerical approaches [3–
5].
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The possible rise of temperature in tissues is also an important
parameter and few studies [3, 4, 6, 7] have carried out the analysis of
the local rise of temperature in tissues linked to RF exposure.
In this study, the rise of temperature induced by a given SAR
distribution associated with a phone emission was analyzed. The local
rise of temperature is inﬂuenced by the power dissipated in the tissues
but by thermal exchange via neighboring tissues and the external
environment [4, 8].
The rise of temperature of a thermal model of the human head
is governed by the Bio-Heat equation (BHE). This BHE models
the diﬀerent mechanisms of the heat-exchange such as the heat
conduction, the blood ﬂow and the metabolism. It considers also
the power deposited by external sources such as those linked to the
electromagnetic ﬁeld.
Dealing with the exposure to handset RF emissions, the expected
rise of temperature is small, hence in this study the electromagnetic
dielectric and thermal properties of the tissues were not to be modiﬁed
by such small increase of temperature.
The SAR in speciﬁc tissues was calculated using the Finite
Diﬀerence in Time Domain (FDTD) [9]. This method is recognized
as being the best approach for making these calculations and the
most widely accepted computational method for SAR modeling.
The frequencies used by radio cellular systems exceed hundreds
of megahertz, therefore the electromagnetic ﬁelds associated are
established in few nanoseconds, while the rise of temperature is
achieved in few minutes. Consequently, in the bio-heat equation, the
distribution of SAR in the tissues were considered to be independent
of time and equal to the SAR obtained at the steady state.
The BHE [10] can be numerically solved using diﬀerent explicit
and implicit methods. Many studies have used the explicit form, which
is easier to implement, whereas, the implicit ﬁnite diﬀerence methods
[3] has not been applied intensively to solve the Bio-Heat-Equation. In
this paper, our study was focused in particular on an implicit method
[11], which is used for the ﬁrst time to calculate the rise of temperature
in the human head. We have analyzed the stability of this approach
and deﬁned a speciﬁc criterion for its stability. The advantages and
limitations of these methods were checked on a canonical problem.
After this investigation, the new approach has been used to
estimate the rise of temperature in the human head exposed to the
emissions of a handset. The numerical model of the head was built
from MRI images; it consists of 10 tissues such as skin, muscle,
skull, cerebra-spinal ﬂuid (CSF), fat, white and grey matter. The
dielectric properties of these tissues were those used worldwide for SAR
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calculation [12]. The mobile phone was modeled by a generic handset
operating at 900 MHz and it was placed in a “cheek position” deﬁned
in international standard [13].
We have applied the FDTD on a graded mesh to estimate the
SAR. The resolution in the area close to the ear was one millimeter
and 3 millimeters on the opposite side of the head. E ﬁeld strength
and SAR were estimated in this conﬁguration with a radiated power
of 250 mW.
To conclude this study, an analysis was carried out on eﬀects of the
presence of a telephone kit close to the head (without RF emission) and
the eﬀect on the rise of temperature due to the variations in thermal
parameters with regards to the existence of some uncertainties in the
values of these parameters.
2. THE BIO-HEAT EQUATION
2.1. The Energy Conservation Law
The evolution and the distribution of the temperature inside the
living tissues are governed by the heat-exchange such as the heat
conduction, the blood ﬂow and the metabolism. They depend also
on the contribution of external sources such as the power deposited by
RF sources. The partial diﬀerential equation (1) is given by [14]:
ρ(x,y,z) C(x,y,z)


∂T(x,y,z,t)  
= ∇· k(x,y,z) ·∇T(x,y,z,t) +hm(x,y,z) +ρ(x,y,z)
∂t


· SAR(x,y,z) − B(x,y,z) · T(x,y,z,t) − Tb

−

1 

Vijk



hRAD(x,y,z,t) + hCON V(x,y,z,t) + hevap(x,y,z,t) (1)

In this equation (1) T(x,y,z,t) is the instantaneous temperature
of the tissue (◦ C) at the point (x, y, z) and at the time t.
C(x,y,z) , k(x,y,z) , hm(x,y,z) and B(x,y,z) are, for the tissues located
at (x, y, z), the speciﬁc heat (J/kg·◦ C), the thermal conductivity
(W/m·◦ C), the metabolism of the tissue (W/m3 ) and the blood
Tb is the blood
perfusion parameter (W/m3 ·◦ C), respectively.
temperature. hRAD , hCON V and hevap are respectively the radiated,
convective and evaporation heat losses from peripheral cells (W ) from
the peripheral [3], V is the increment of volume centered on (x, y, z)
and ρ is the mass density in kg/m3 .
The terms hRAD , hCON V and hevap are accounted for only at the
model-air interface and they represent the diﬀerent eﬀects of radiation,
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convection and evaporation with respect to air. Their expressions are
[3]:


hRAD = ε δ · Aef f (Tskin + 273)4 − (Tair + 273)4
hCON V = hc · Aef f (Tskin − Tair )
hevap = kevap · Aef f (Pw,skin − Pw,air )



(2)

where δ = 5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2 · K4 ) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant;
ε ≈ 0.98 the skin emissive parameter and Aef f the eﬀective area
radiated heat (m2 ). Tskin the temperature of the skin (◦ C); Tair
the ambient air temperature and hc the convection heat transfer =
2.7 W/(m2 ·◦ C). The speciﬁc absorption rate is linked to the electric
2|
ﬁeld strength through the relationship SAR = σ|E
where σ is the
2ρ
conductivity in (S/m), E is the electric ﬁeld in V/m.
The correct description of heat transfer related to the blood ﬂow
is of extreme importance [12] since the perfusion coeﬃcient, the heat
capacity and the temperature of blood have major inﬂuences on the
temperature of tissues. In this study the approach often applied
[3, 4, 12] in this domain was used. This approach considers that the
thermal exchange is related to the blood perfusion taking place in
the smallest vessels, the blood perfusion parameter in (1), B(x,y,z) , is
therefore given by the blood speciﬁc heat multiplied by the perfusion
rate [12] speciﬁc to tissues.
This study analyses the rise of temperature associated with the
exposure to handset RF emissions. In this case the expected rise of
temperature is small, so we have assumed that the electromagnetic
dielectric and thermal properties of the tissues were assumed not to
be modiﬁed by such a small increase of temperature. The SAR was
therefore calculated using the dielectric properties of living tissues
at the ambient temperature [15] and whilst the expected small rise
of temperature was considered to have no inﬂuence on the SAR
calculated.
The maximum raise in temperature (δTmax ) caused by the EM
energy deposited (SAR) was obtained from the diﬀerence between the
temperature for the exposed model to RF emissions (SAR = 0) and
that of the unexposed model (SAR = 0) (with the telephone set still
close to the head but switched oﬀ). At the equilibrium state, the small
expected rise of temperature led us also to consider the metabolism
and thermal properties of tissues (k, hm , B) are non aﬀected by the
rise of temperature (δT ) and independent of time.
In radio frequencies of wireless systems, the electromagnetic
steady state is established in few nanoseconds whilst the rise of
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temperature requires a few minutes. Therefore, in this study the
speciﬁc absorption rate in the bio-heat equation was considered the
SAR at a steady state. At the thermal steady state, the rise in
temperature is the diﬀerence between the temperature calculated
for the model exposed to the RF source, T[(i,j,k,t),(SAR=0)] , and
T[(i,j,k,t),(SAR=0)] is the temperature for the unexposed model.
3. NUMERICAL METHODS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Introduction
The BHE is a partial diﬀerential equation that can be solved using
diﬀerent numerical methods based on ﬁnite diﬀerences. Explicit
Methods [4, 10, 16] and Implicit Methods [11, 16] can be used, it is
of interest to analyse their advantages and limitations.
In the case of a uniform mesh grid, the accuracy is of second order
in space and of ﬁrst order in time (i.e., the truncation error (T R) =
O[(∆t), (∆x)2 , (∆y)2 , (∆z)2 ]). Whereas, if a non-uniform mesh grid
is used, the second order accuracy in space is lost. Nevertheless,
if the maximum increment ratio between two successive mesh-lines
(∆xi+1 /∆xi ) has values of the order of 1.2, then the centered diﬀerence
scheme is slightly modiﬁed and the accuracy is still pricise [17].
The ﬁrst Explicit Method (I) is derived through a diﬀerential
approach by the discretization of the BHE on an orthogonal grid that
can have uniform or non-uniform spacing in any direction by applying
a ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme [10, 16, 18].
With this approach, at the location (i δx, j. δy, k. δz), the
temperature at time step n + 1 is estimated using the tissues
characteristics and temperature at time step n. The time step (∆t)
is calculated according to the stability condition mentioned in [10].
In the second approach of the Explicit Method (II) [4, 19], a
convection boundary condition is added and applied at the interface
between the phantom and the surrounding media, then the terms
hRAD , hCON V and hevap in (2) are removed. The convection boundary
condition leads to a new time step calculated in the absence of air and
avoiding the burden of cpu time cost as mentioned in [8]. This method
can be applied only with a uniform spacing between the mesh-lines
(δ = δx = δy = δz).
The Alternating-Direction-Implicit (ADI) method (I) [16],
separates the operators into one-dimensional components schemes,
through three steps (for three-dimensional problems). Each step
involves only the implicit operations originating from a single coordinate.
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This conditionally stable method [16] allows solving iteratively the
BHE with a time step 9 times larger than those of the ﬁrst Explicit
Method (∆tIM P LICIT (I) = 9 × ∆tEXP LICIT (I) ). However, it can also
be applied to the uniform and non-uniform problems. Furthermore,
a system of three equations is adapted to solve the BHE listed in
Appendix A.
3.2. The Implicit Method (II)
This Douglas-Rachford method [11] based on the ADI technique
achieves a higher order of accuracy providing an unconditionally stable
scheme [11] when applied to the heat equation in its parabolic form
[10].
In order to solve these three dimensional heat conduction
problems, a system of three equations listed in Appendix B [11] is
used to calculate iteratively the temperature values at the three time
n+1/3
n+2/3
n+1
and Ti,j,k
. The resulted temperatures from
levels Ti,j,k , Ti,j,k
n+1/3

the ﬁrst time level equation Ti,j,k

, are used as input to the second
n+2/3

time level equation in order to calculate Ti,j,k . In the third step,
the temperatures at the advanced time level n + 1 are computed
n+1/3
n+2/3
as functions of Ti,j,k
and Ti,j,k
obtained in the ﬁrst two steps.
These equations can be rearranged to obtain a relation between two
diﬀerent time levels through a tri-diagonal matrix. We used the LU
decomposition method [20] to solve the tri-diagonal system.
The stability is conditional when diﬀerent parameters such as
the metabolism or perfusion are taken into account. Nevertheless by
applying this implicit method to solve the BHE, we can achieve very
large time steps in comparison with other methods. Therefore, it is well
adapted to bio-electromagnetic problems and has been used to estimate
the temperature rise linked to acute radio frequency exposure.
Solving the BHE (1) by the implicit method helps analyze the
inﬂuence of the diﬀerent eﬀects separately (convection, evaporation
and radiation), which can not be applied using the explicit method II.
Since the stability criterion does not exist in our case, we
performed a stability analysis in this application where some additional
terms have had to be added to the parabolic heat equation in order to
construct the BHE. The stability analysis for this implicit method is
detailed in the Appendix C.
For the conditionally stable methods [4, 10, 16] mentioned in
Section 3.1, their maximum time steps (∆tmax ) were calculated
referring to the stability condition for the parabolic form of the
diﬀusion equation.
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3.3. Analysis of the Methods
The temperature rise in a canonical problem was estimated using the
four methods previously mentioned. In this canonical case a half
wavelength dipole antenna operating at 900 MHz is located close to a
cube of material composed of layers having the same thermal properties
as biological tissues (skin, bone and brain) (listed in Table 3). We
performed the SAR calculation using the FDTD method with a
uniform resolution of 2 mm along the three axes. The thickness of each
of the both layers is equivalent to 2 cells. A maximum temperature
rise close to 0.1◦ C is obtained by the four methods as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Comparison between the four diﬀerent methods applied to
the canonical test case.
The main diﬀerences are in the time step used by these methods.
The time step required for the explicit method (I) was equal to
28.22 ms, whereas the time step of the explicit method (II) was equal to
3.8 sec. For the implicit method (I), the time step was equal to 0.264 s,
whereas in case of applying the alternating directional implicit method
(II) of Douglas and Rachford [11], a large time step can be achieved
equal to 215 s, which is 7750 times larger than the ﬁrst explicit method.
It is worth mentioning that a maximum error of 5% was obtained when
applying the implicit method (II) with a time step equal to 1 sec and
215 sec.
These results have shown that the second implicit method is well
adapted to solve the BHE, therefore we have used this approach to
analyze the rise of temperature induced by handset in the human
tissues.
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Table 1. Comparison between the perfusion coeﬃcient (B) for the
diﬀerent tissues.
B [W/(m3 . ◦C)]

References
Tissues

[28]

Skin
Muscle
Bone

9100
2700
Bone narrow = 32000

Grey matter
White matter

40000
40000

[7], [8]

[18]

9100
2700
1000
35000

8652
3488
1401

35000

37822
37822

Table 2. Diﬀerent thermal conductivity (k) values for diﬀerent tissues.
k [W/(m. ◦C)]

References
[3]

[7], [8]

[19]

[12]

Skin
Muscle

0.334
0.5

0.42
0.5

0.5
0.6

0.342
0.56

Bone
Grey matter

0.36
0.528

0.4
0.57

0.3
0.6

0.65
0.565

White matter
CSF

0.528
0.57

0.5
0.6

0.6

0.503

Tissues

It is important to notice that the term (∇k · ∇T ), mentioned in
Appendices (A, B), is taken in consideration when the BHE is used
to solve inhomogeneous problems. If neglected, this term leads to a
diﬀerence of 1% to 3% in the calculated temperature.
4. APPLICATION TO THE ANALYSIS OF THE RISE OF
TEMPERATURE INDUCED BY A HANDSET
4.1. The Numerical Model of the Head
The heterogeneous human head phantom developed in the frame of the
French COMOBIO project has been used to carry out this analysis.
This head model has been built from magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scans through a segmentation process. The model is composed
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of 10 diﬀerent tissues including skin, muscle, skull, cerebro-spinal ﬂuid
(CSF), fat, white and gray matter. The original uniform grid size was
1mm, but in order to reduce memory storage, a non-uniform meshing
was selected for modeling this head. The resolution in the area close
to the ear is one millimeter and is gradually increased to 3 millimeters
on the opposite side of the head.
The generic handset, operating at 900 MHz, is made of a metallic
box (11 cm × 6 cm × 3 cm) surrounded by a one-millimeter thick layer
of plastic. The antenna, a quarter wavelength wire, is located at 1.4 cm
from the corner of the box closest to the ear. The input power is 250 mw
as it is with GSM 900 handset. The handset is lined up with the mouth
and the ear and was placed in a cheek position as deﬁned in standards
[13].
The dielectric parameters, relative permittivity and conductivity,
of the tissues used in the head model are based on the 4-Cole-Cole
analysis [15]. The thermal conductivity, the speciﬁc heat, the blood
ﬂow rate and the metabolic heat production used in this paper are
listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Thermal properties assumed for the various tissues.
ρ
Air

[Kg/m3]
1.16

Skin

1010

Muscle

1040

Fat

920

Tissue

Bone

1810

Cartilage

1100

Gray matter

1040

White matter
Blood

C
[J/( ◦ C.kg)]

1000
3500
3600
2500
1300
3400

K
[W/(m. ◦C)]

hm
[W/m3]

B
[W/(m3. ◦C)]

0.0263

0

0

0.42

1000

9100

0.5

690

2700

0.25

180

520

0.4

0

1000
9100

0.45

1000

0.57

10000

35000

1040

3700
3600

0.5

10000

35000

1060

3900

0.51

0

0

CSF

1010

4000

0.6

0

0

Eye

1170

4200

0.58

0

0

4.2. SAR Calculation
The Speciﬁc Absorption Rate (SAR in W/kg) is the physical quantity
associated with the RF power deposition in tissues linked to the electric
ﬁeld (see Section 2).
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As explained in the introduction, the FDTD [21] often used in
bio-electromagnetic studies, has become a popular tool to analyze the
RF exposure [22–24].
The computational volume is truncated using the absorbing
boundary conditions to simulate free space and avoid spurious reﬂect
ions from the edges. In this study, we used the Perfectly Matched Layer
(PML) absorbing boundary conditions, which are able to limit to less
than −40 dB the spurious reﬂections [25, 26]. In this conﬁguration we
found the maximum value of the SAR over 10 grams equal to 0.9 W/kg.
Figure 2a illustrates the spatial SAR distribution in the head.

Figure 2a. Vertical cross-section of the SAR distribution in the
human head [W/kg].
4.3. Rise of Temperature Calculation
4.3.1. Introduction
The presence of the telephone set close to the ear and the skin blocks
the air in this region and reduces the thermal exchange with the
surroundings hence the neglection of the eﬀects of the convection,
radiation and evaporation are to be taken into consideration in this
region. The ambient temperature and the arterial blood temperature
are assumed to be 25◦ C and 37◦ C, respectively.
The thermal response in the human head due to the exposure to
the EM ﬁelds of cellular phones at 900 MHz and the heating of the
pinna caused by the warm handset were studied. The various cases
considered for the cellular telephone were as follows:
a) Case I : The model of the human head.
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b) Case II : the same model as case I, but with a switched oﬀ handset
(without RF emission) nearby to the left ear. This case shows the
eﬀect of the blocked air and the heating of the pinna due to the
heat conduction from the handset. (Section 4.3.3).
c) Case III : The same model as case II, but with the cellular phone
radiating at 900 MHz with a maximum value of the SAR calculated
over 10 grams and equal to 0.9 W/kg. This model has the eﬀect
of the thermal inﬂuence of the EM waves represented by the SAR
(Section 4.3.2).
The implicit method II was applied with a time-step chosen to be 3.5
seconds. We have observed that in the ﬁrst few minutes of calculation,
the temperature rises rapidly, and more than 90% of the steady state
temperature is achieved after about 10–15 min of RF emission, the rate
of the temperature rise slows down and the steady state temperature
obtained in the ear region is equal to 0.08◦ C after approximately
50 min of exposure as shown in Figure 2b. These results show that
the maximum temperature rise is less than 0.1◦ C in the skin, which
agrees with the previous studies [3, 4, 8, 19].

Figure 2b. Rise of temperature in the model of the human head.
We carefully analysed these diﬀerent cases separately, the
inﬂuences of the SAR and the telephone set on the increase of
temperature as follows are shown as below:
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4.3.2. Inﬂuence of the Presence of the Telephone
In order to study the thermal eﬀect resulted from the presence of a
switched oﬀ cellular telephone handset close to the head (without RF
emission), we calculate the temperature in “case I ” at the equilibrium
state, then we added the turned oﬀ handset considered to be at initial
temperature of 25◦ C, against the left ear. It is important to note
that during the ﬁrst few minutes, the handset temperature started to
increase simultaneously with a decrease in the skin temperature whilst
the steady state was reached after 20–30 minutes.
A maximum diﬀerence of temperature of 1.6◦ C was obtained by
the numerical simulations as shown in Figure 3. This result has been
conﬁrmed by using a LUXTRON ﬁber optic thermometer to measure
the skin temperature in the ear region covered by the handset.

Figure 3. The inﬂuence of the telephone set on the human head.
4.3.3. Inﬂuence of the SAR
The rise of temperature (∆T(i,j,k) ) due to the RF exposure of a
cellular phone is diﬀerence between the temperature of the exposed
head, T[(i,j,k,t),(SAR=0)] , and T[(i,j,k,t),(SAR=0)] where T[(i,j,k,t),(SAR=0)] is
the temperature for the unexposed head at the thermal equilibrium.
The obtained results show that the maximum temperature in the
internal tissues is around 0.08◦ C but does not exceed 0.1◦ C. It is worth
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mentioning that the simulations show that the peak of SAR occurs in
the skin (Figure 2a), whilst the peak temperature rise occurs in the
ear region (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Maximum rise of temperature in the human head after
exposure duration of 50 min.
4.3.3.1. Rise of temperature in speciﬁc tissues
A maximum temperature rise of 0.06C was obtained in the brain
region and it was observed that the maximum rise of temperature in
the head appears on the skin and in its neighboring region. (Table 5)
list the maximum temperature values calculated in the diﬀerent tissues
of the human head.
4.3.3.2. Inﬂuence of parameters
The analysis of thermal characteristics of the head tissues used
in the literature [12, 19, 7] shows large variations in their values.
Therefore it is of interest to study the maximum variations in the
rise of temperature caused by the variation in the diﬀerent thermal
parameters. Furthermore, the eﬀect of the convection is important for
investigation, hence so this eﬀect was taken in consideration in this
study.
As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, an average change of ±30%
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Table 4. Maximum rise of temperature caused by the diﬀerent
parameters (in ◦ C). (a) The heat capacity C. (b) The thermal
conductivity. (c) The coeﬃcient associated to the blood perfusion.
C

Ear and skin
Brain
Bone

◦C)

◦
∆ T (-30 %) ( C)
0.08
0.06
0.07

◦
∆ T (+30 %) ( C)
0.07

◦
∆ T (-30 %) ( C)
0.09

∆T

(+30 %) (

0.08
0.06
0.07
(a)

k

Ear and skin
Brain

0.05

0.06

Bone

0.06

0.08

(b)
B

Ear and skin

◦
∆ T (+30 %) ( C)
0.06

◦
∆ T (-30 %) ( C)
0.09

Brain

0.04

0.06

Bone

0.06

0.08

(c)

was assumed for the variation of each of the thermal parameters
(k, B, C) of the tissues (skin, brain and bone), in order to investigate
the maximum temperature rise. The maximum temperature rise rates
of the skin and the brain were 0.08◦ C and 0.06◦ C, respectively. As
seen from Table 4, the maximum variation in temperature obtained
was 15% when the blood coeﬃcient (B) changed by ±30% for all the
tissues. A 10% can be caused by a variation of ±30% in the thermal
conductivity for the diﬀerent tissues. The main eﬀect caused by the
variation in heat capacity (C) is the variation in the time constant of
the heat conduction.
In order to investigate the eﬀect of the convection, we compared
the results obtained in the case of neglecting the convection coeﬃcient
(hc = 0) with the original results calculated when (hc = 0). At the
thermal steady state, we recorded a maximum diﬀerence of 1% between
the two cases.
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Table 5. Maximum temperature calculated in the diﬀerent tissues of
the human head.

Tissues
Ear and skin
Brain

∆ T ( ◦ C)
0.08
0.06

Bone

0.07

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, four diﬀerent numerical methods were applied to solve
the BHE, their advantages and limitations are discussed. The explicit
method is quite easy to implement but it is time consuming; due to a
time step of only few ms. The application of the convection boundary
conditions in the second explicit method at air-model interface allows
having an acceptable time step by neglecting the presence of air in the
model. The implicit methods are more complex to implement since
there is a matrix inversion, but give a good accuracy. The beneﬁt is
of real importance with the implicit method (II), whose run time is
linearly proportional to the number of grid nodes [27]. Furthermore,
the stability analysis of this implicit method was studied in case of the
BHE. Hence, the steady state temperature is achieved after only few
iterations in comparison with a more numerous number of iterations
required by the other methods.
The temperature rise in the human head caused by cellular phones
has been computed with an anatomically human-head model. The
SAR in the human head has been determined using the FDTD method,
and the bio heat equation has been numerically solved using diﬀerent
numerical methods; their advantages and limitations were compared.
With antenna output power of 250 mW at 900 MHz, the maximum
temperature rise in the skin and the brain is found to be 0.08◦ C and
0.06◦ C, respectively.
The numerical simulation shows that a cellular telephone (without
emission) close to the head, increases the normal skin’s temperature
by a 1.6◦ C, which is larger than the rise of temperature caused by the
power deposition in tissues.
The inﬂuence of the diﬀerent eﬀects such as the physical
parameters (k, C), the blood perfusion and the convection eﬀects which
diﬀer among various authors have been analyzed in this paper. The
obtained results show the importance eﬀect of the blood perfusion
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coeﬃcient and the thermal conductivity on the temperature rise. It
should be noted that the main eﬀect observed by the change in
the speciﬁc heat is the variation in the time constant of the heat
conduction.
APPENDIX A.
The Alternating-Direction-Implicit Method (I) (conditionally stable)
applied for the homogenous media:
Step 1:
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APPENDIX B.
The Implicit Method (II) (Douglas-Rachford Method) applied for the
homogenous media:
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APPENDIX C.
The three steps for this implicit method can be expressed in the
following form as [27]:
Step 1 :







1



1 − rx · δx2 T n+ 3 = 1 + ry δy2 + rz δz2 + rx δx + ry δy + rz δz + γ T n
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where γ contains the diﬀerent eﬀects for the blood, radiation and the
n
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2
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convection and δx2 · T n = Ti+1,j,k
i−1,j,k , rx = α · ∆t/(∆x) .
A similar process can be applied to the y and z directions.
By writing equation (C3) as a function of T n , we get the following
equation:
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In order to check the stability of the ADI method, we have applied
the discrete Fourier transform on the last three equations (C1)–(C3)
to obtain:
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The above equations can be written in a simpler form if we let
X = 2 · rx · (1 − cos kx ), Y = 2 · ry · (1 − cos ky ), Z = 2 · rz · (1 − cos kz )
2rx − X = 2 · rx · cos kx , 2ry − Y = 2 · ry · cos ky , 2rz − Z = 2 · rz · cos kz
Then we get:
1 + (XY + Y Z + XZ + XY Z) − X − Y − Z + ξ + γ
1 + (XY + Y Z + XZ + XY Z) + X + Y + Z
Therefore, this implicit method is unconditionally stable when it is
applied to homogenous problems ξ = 0 (ξ represent the eﬀect of the
term ∇k · ∇T ) and when the parabolic equation is considered without
any of the additional terms considered in the BHE (γ = 0).
In case of solving the BHE, the next condition must be valid in
order to remain in the stability limits: rx + ry + rz + k2 < X + Y + Z.
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